Thursday ~ August 1, 2019
Schedule:
9:30 Interviews Begin:
1. 4-H Junior Interviews
2. 4-H Intermediate Interviews
3. 4-H Senior Interviews
2:00 4-H Show Classes Begin:
1. 4-H Junior Showmanship
2. 4-H Intermediate Showmanship
3. 4-H Senior Showmanship
4. 4-H Mentor Class
5. 4-H Costume Class
After 4-H Show~Open Show Classes Begin:
(Classes divided by age)

2019 Bucket/Bottle Calf Show
Fair Requirement ~ Maximum of two head may be exhibited.
Change~ Only one calf may be exhibited per class.
Reason~ Judging is not based on the calf, judging is based on showmanship. Following are the judging criteria as stated in the
fair book:
a. What the exhibitor has learned about care and the raising of the calf.
b. The fitting and showing of the calf (only washing and brushing, no clipping or blow drying) with emphasis on what
exhibitor has learned. Interview forms are to be handed in at check-in.
c. General health, conditions and management of the calf and exhibitor’s knowledge of this area.
d. Conformation or quality of the calf will not be considered since purchase should not be on that basis.
Here is a scenario based on the PAST fair requirement of Maximum of two head may be exhibited….
Sally (a Junior) ID’s three calves and decides to show two. The Junior Class will need to be divided into two groups.
Show Day—Sally places 2nd with Calf #1 in Junior Class Group 1. She hurries to get lined up with Calf #2, she places 1 st in
Junior Class Group 2. Next, 1st and 2nd places from both Junior Class Group 1 and Junior Class Group 2 enter the ring to
determine a Champion/Reserve Champion Junior. Sally cannot lead both her calves in the ring, so she hurries to find a
friend to lead her other calf in the ring. What if the judge picks Sally’s friend as the Champion? Technically, Sally’s friend
should receive the award-not Sally because Sally did not lead/show the calf, even though it was hers. Plus, the calf
would not be correctly identified in FairEntry with Sally’s friend being the exhibitor.
With changing this fair requirement by allowing them to exhibit only one calf per class, correctly meets enrollment and fair
requirements as stated in the fair book with exhibitor and animal identification.

A great 4-H learning experience to mentor a younger child (not necessarily a sibling, perhaps a good friend
or neighbor). This has the potential to help the 4-H exhibitor build communication and organizational skills
along with helping encourage the younger exhibitor to learn confidence, responsibility, working as a team,
plus a great introduction to the 4-H program.

A fun learning experience to create a costume not only for
yourself but for your calf to :)

(Optional) Mentor class judging will be based on:

(Optional) Costume class judging will be based on:
rd

a. 4-H exhibitor and a non 4-H exhibitor in 3 grade and under
b. Showmanship (younger non 4-H exhibitor leading calf in ring and 4-H exhibitor beside them).
c. How well the 4-H exhibitor interacts with younger non 4-H exhibitor.
d. What the 4-H exhibitor learned about being a mentor.
e. What the younger non 4-H exhibitor learned from their mentor (non 4-H exhibitor will be
required to help in the care and raising of the calf).

a. Presentation—Exhibitor will create a costume
for both exhibitor and calf to wear.
b. Creativity of costume.
c. Technique--How well exhibitor controls their
calf wearing a costume.

Note~With these new additional classes, exhibitors now have the opportunity to show three bucket/bottle calves
Please refer to the fair book for all Enrollment/Fair Requirements and Rules:
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/kossuth/4h —Scroll to Kossuth County Fair
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